10-year-old Caroline Mitchell is dead, and the main character in Talking to Strangers, 15-year-old Maggie Kennedy, was one of the last people to see her. In their summer holidays Maggie teams up with friends, John and Amy Cullen, to help find the murderer. Their first suspect is Maggie’s new next-door neighbour, who has just come out of a mental hospital. Maggie discovers a wall in his house full of photos of another dead girl, and then she sees him burying something in his garden at night!

John invites Maggie home and she gets excited by his kisses – though not by his next moves.

Something unpleasant happened to Maggie in the past that she would rather not remember. There was this creepy shop owner called “the Material Man”...

The surprises keep coming - including the very last one!

Who is that person being led away in handcuffs by the police?

TEEN READERS – a series of exciting readers, written specifically for younger learners of English. Five levels of difficulty with illustrations, footnotes and questions.

LEVEL 0 – based on a vocabulary of 300 words (A1)
LEVEL 1 – based on a vocabulary of 400 words (A1)
LEVEL 2 – based on a vocabulary of 650 words (A2)
LEVEL 3 – based on a vocabulary of 1200 words (A2)
LEVEL 4 – based on a vocabulary of 1400-1800 words (B1)

Age group: 10-17 years approx.
## TEEN READER TITLES NOW AVAILABLE:

### ENGLISH:

**LEVEL 0:**
- Philip Hewitt: *EMMA AND THE BOY NEXT DOOR* *(Sound recording available)*
- Ann Holam: *THE SHADOW ON THE STARS*

**LEVEL 1:**
- Pete Johnson: *RUNAWAY TEACHER*
- J.J. Martin: *THE MISSING CHILDREN*
- J.J. Martin: *THE MAD PROFESSOR*
- Alan Posener: *THE DOUBLE LIFE OF A VERY BLACK CAT* *(Sound recording available)*
- Stephen Speight: *BED & BREAKFAST* *(Sound recording available)*
- Jeremy Taylor: *DR SCHNITZLER'S DOG* *(Sound recording available)*
- Wolf/Ferro: *THE MISSING MASCOT* *(Sound recording available)*

**LEVEL 2:**
- Rita Bennet: *THE SCARY CHAT ROOM*
- Kevin Brooks: *JOHNNY DELGADO PRIVATE DETECTIVE*
- Paul Davenport: *HORROR TRIP ON THE PECOS RIVER*
- James Heneghan: *HIT SQUAD*
- Philip Hewitt: *HELPING HANDS*
- Philip Hewitt: *TERROR IN THE HILLS*
- Karen McCombie: *LOVE IS THE DRUG*
- E.E. Richardson: *DEVIL FOR SALE* *(Sound recording available)*
- Stephen Speight: *SUMMER SCHOOL ADVENTURES* *(Sound recording available)*
- Jeremy Taylor: *FOOTBALL FRIENDS*
- Lee Weatherly: *THEM*

**LEVEL 3:**
- Chris Carter: *GRIZZLY ATTACK*
- Anne Cassidy: *TALKING TO STRANGERS*
- Paul Davenport: *A MATTER OF PRINCIPLE* *(Sound recording available)*
- Paul Davenport: *CROSSROADS TO LOVE* *(Sound recording available)*
- Paul Davenport: *WOLF WATCH*
- Paul Davenport: *SPY DEMON*
- Charles Ferro: *HORROR AT REMSEN HIGH*
- Charles Ferro: *MOONSTRUCK*
- Charles Ferro: *PINK PARADISE?*
- Charles Ferro: *LOVE TIES*
- Charles Ferro: *BURNING LOVE*
- Charles Ferro: *GIRL NERD*
- Charles Ferro: *THE FORTUNE TELLER*
- Charles Ferro: *KOOK-I*
- Charles Ferro: *THE CAVE MYSTERY*
- Philip Hewitt: *NED KELLY - OUTLAW AND FOLK HERO*
- Philip Hewitt: *QUEST FOR A FATHER*
- Dave Lambert: *THE LIGHT OF DAY*
- Alan Posener: *OH! CAROL and Other Steve Stories*
- Holly-Jane Rahens: *PRINCE WILLIAM, MAXIMILIAN MINSKY & ME*
- Jeremy Taylor: *LOVE ME BLINDLY*

**LEVEL 4:**
- Charles Ferro: *FOREVER YOUNG*
- Charles Ferro: *OVER THE LINE*
- Holly-Jane Rahens: *ONE FINE DAY*

### GERMAN:

**LEVEL 0:**
- Greta Gallandy: *HALT AN, FRENDERS!*
- Greta Gallandy: *KEINE ANGST!* *(Sound recording available)*
- Patricia Memmen: *KOPFTUCH*
- Iris Felter: *MÄDCHEN & DER JUNGE AM MEER*

**LEVEL 1:**
- Greta Gallandy: *IM CHATROOM FEGANGEN*
- Alan Posener: *KATER, INES UND KATERINA*

**LEVEL 2:**
- Alan Posener: *MÄRCHENLAND*
- Evertger Ruge: *VIER FREUNDEN AUF DER 'KIELER WOCHE'*
- Jeremy Taylor: *LOVE ME BLINDLY* *(Sound recording available)*

### FRENCH:

**LEVEL 0:**
- Laurent Jouvet: *RADIO MYSTÈRE* *(Sound recording available)*
- Christiane Stéfanopoli: *CATASTROPHE AU CAMPING DES ROSES*

**LEVEL 1:**
- Michel Ameline: *CENT VINGT MINUTES POUR MOURIR*
- Pascal Garnier: *LES ENFANTS DE LA NUIT*
- Lena Major: *LA LETTRE MYSTÉRIEUSE*
- Brigitte Peshine: *MON GRAND PETIT FRIERE*
- Jérôme Talou: *L'AMOUR PAR INTERNET* *(Sound recording available)*

**LEVEL 2:**
- Stéphane Daniel: *UN AGENT TRÈS SECRET*
- Marie Décary: *RENDEZ-VOUS SUR PLANÈTE TERRE* *(Sound recording available)*
- Laurent Jouvet: *ANNE ET L'ORDINATEUR* *(Sound recording available)*
- Laurent Jouvet: *RÉPÉTITION POUR UN CRIME* *(Sound recording available)*
- Joceline Sanschagrin: *ATTENTION FORCE* *(Sound recording available)*
- Paul Thiès: *UN AUTOMNE ROUGE SANG* *(Sound recording available)*

**LEVEL 3:**
- Denis Côté: *L’ARRIVÉE DES INACTIFS*
- Brigitte Maria Martel: *C'EST DINGUE, ÇA !*

**LEVEL 4:**
- Hallum/Louveau: *CHOC DES CULTURES*

### SPANISH:

**LEVEL 0:**
- Javier Navarro: *UN MUNDO FANTÁSTICO*

**LEVEL 1:**
- Javier Navarro: *UNA HISTORIA DE MONTAÑA* *(Sound recording available)*

**LEVEL 2:**
- Javier Navarro: *EL NUEVO MUNDO* *(Sound recording available)*
- Javier Navarro: *LAS ESTATUAS DE MACHU PICCHU* *(Sound recording available)*

### READ ON SERIES – including CD

**ENGLISH:**

**LEVEL 1 (A1):**
- Kirsten Koch Jensen: *JOHN COOK FINDS A TREASURE* / *JOHN COOK MEETS A KILLER*
- Kirsten Koch Jensen: *JOHN COOK CROSSES DEAD MAN'S SEA* / *JOHN COOK MAKES CHILI SAUCE*
- Kirsten Koch Jensen: *JOHN COOK AND THE QUEEN'S CROWN* / *JOHN COOK AND THE CRUEL KIDNAPPER*
- Kirsten Koch Jensen: *JOHN COOK AND THE STOLEN PARROT* / *JOHN COOK OPENS A RESTAURANT*

**LEVEL 2 (A2):**
- Benni Bødker: *SARIN IN SULPHUR VALLEY*
- Benni Bødker: *SARIN IN THE EMPEROR'S CITY*
- Benni Bødker: *SARIN IN THE FOGGY MOUNTAINS*
- Benni Bødker: *SARIN IN NORDHEIM*
- Benni Bødker: *SARIN IN THE SALT MINE*
- Benni Bødker: *SARIN AND THE CURSE* *(Sound recording available)*

**GERMAN:**

**LEVEL 0:**
- Greta Gallandy: *HALT AN, FRENDERS!* *(Sound recording available)*
- Greta Gallandy: *KEINE ANGST!* *(Sound recording available)*
- Patricia Memmen: *KOPFTUCH*
- Iris Felter: *MÄDCHEN & DER JUNGE AM MEER*

**LEVEL 1:**
- Greta Gallandy: *IM CHATROOM FEGANGEN*
- Alan Posener: *KATER, INES UND KATERINA*

**LEVEL 2:**
- Alan Posener: *MÄRCHENLAND*
- Evertger Ruge: *VIER FREUNDEN AUF DER 'KIELER WOCHE'*
- Jeremy Taylor: *LOVE ME BLINDLY* *(Sound recording available)*

**LEVEL 3:**
- Alan Posener: *OLLI AUS OSSLAND*

**LEVEL 4:**
- Greta Gallandy: *DIE HERZENSÜCHTIGE NACHBARN* *(Sound recording available)*
- Christine Stéfanopoli: *CATASTROPHE AU CAMPING DES ROSES* *(Sound recording available)*
- Jérôme Talou: *L’AMOUR PAR INTERNET* *(Sound recording available)*
- Paul Thiès: *UN AUTOMNE ROUGE SANG* *(Sound recording available)*

**LEVEL 3:**
- Kirsten Koch Jensen: *JOHN COOK AND THE GOLDEN KEY* / *JOHN COOK AND THE CRUEL KIDNAPPER*
- Kirsten Koch Jensen: *JOHN COOK AND THE STOLEN PARROT* / *JOHN COOK OPENS A RESTAURANT*

**LEVEL 4:**
- Benni Bødker: *SARIN IN SULPHUR VALLEY*
- Benni Bødker: *SARIN IN THE FOGGY MOUNTAINS*
- Benni Bødker: *SARIN IN NORDHEIM*
- Benni Bødker: *SARIN IN THE SALT MINE*
- Benni Bødker: *SARIN AND THE STAR TOWER* *(Sound recording available)*

**LABYRINTH SERIES:**
- Martina Gattermann: *AUF GEFÄHRLICHEN WEGEN* *(Sound available)*
- Martina Gattermann: *EIN DRAMATISCHER URLAUB* *(Sound available)*
- Martina Gattermann: *SOS AUS BERLIN* *(Sound available)*